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Context

• Hope Academy is a secondary school situated 
in the historic market town of Newton-le-Willows 
in the borough of St. Helens.

• We are a large, socio-economically diverse 
school with currently over 1,300 children in Years 
7 to 11. 

• I am a qualified English teacher and in my role 
as School Librarian I am part of the Access All 
Areas programme led by our Head of English, 
Janet Lewis.

• One of our whole school objectives is to develop 
literacy across the curriculum as part of our
Access All Areas programme. This is driven by 
the idea that raising literacy standards and 
reading ages is vital for our students to access 
and achieve in all areas of the curriculum. 
Creating a culture of Reading for Pleasure is part 
of this vision.



OU Research inspiration and rationale
• In preparation for my new role, I had begun some background reading on 

developing Reading for Pleasure (RfP) in schools. Having an extensive 
knowledge of children’s literature seemed paramount to encouraging 
children to read. However, from my reading of Margaret Meek’s work, I 
understood that reading for pleasure is for some of our students an ultimate 
aim, not a starting point. 

• I read Nikki Gamble’s book Exploring Children’s Literature to find out how to 
ignite a love of reading in children. The chapter ‘The Reading School: 
Developing a Reading Culture’ made me aware of the different areas I 
needed to consider.

• Faced with the initial task of changing and improving our library, I eagerly 
read Building Communities of Engaged Readers: Reading for Pleasure 
(Cremin et al., 2014). I also explored the UKLA website having become a 
member for my new job role. For someone starting from the beginning, this 
approach was inspirational and enabling, for the clarity it gives in breaking 
down and detailing the steps toward creating a community of engaged 
readers.

• My starting point then was to develop an RfP culture based in the library and 
to expand that around school. Our library had been closed during lockdown 
and had limited use due to ‘Bubbles’ in school. I decided to focus on 
developing an RfP which includes social reading environments.

• At Hope we are passionate about improving children’s access to wellbeing 
and academic achievement for their long-term success. We believe that 
enriching access to learning by improving reading is key to every student 
achieving their full potential across the whole curriculum. We wanted the 
library to be at the centre of this.



Aims

Our library had been closed during lockdown and had been damaged by a flood 

that occurred. The Access All Areas team responded to this as a positive 

opportunity that gave us scope to make the library and school as a whole a more 

richly engaging space for reading, both physically and socially (Cremin et al., 2014).

Our aims were:

• Remodel our library as a Reading for Pleasure space that all children can access 

and have a voice in creating.

• Reintroduce students to the library as a relaxed and supportive space where 

students have choice and autonomy in choosing and discussing their reading for 

pleasure and other activities.

• Ensure that Year 7 and 8 students have a 100-minute library lesson every fortnight.



Remodelling
the Physical 
Space

• After the flood, a new carpet was laid to refresh the 
space.

• We moved shelving around edges to open up the space. 
This gave a clear view of the shelves and their contents. I 
arranged some books front facing. The two big tables 
were moved to the first floor and smaller tables were 
brought in.  

• A new library database was installed. I scanned every 
book into the new system which was a useful exercise in 
knowing what stock I had inherited.

• I organized all fiction by author name with a classics 
section on the first floor. Rather than have a separate 
section, I absorbed dyslexia friendly books into the ground 
floor fiction collection. I kept a separate display for 
graphic novels, poetry and drama.

• I organized information books into curriculum areas.

• The large screen was repaired, speakers were installed 
and a reference PC with printer was installed on the 
ground floor.

• A whiteboard was added to the space primarily for use 
during library lessons.



Terry the Library Trolley
• The ‘Bubble’ system restricted access to the library. To maintain and encourage students’ reading habits I took the 

library to students using ‘Terry’ the library trolley. 

• Between lockdown restrictions we wanted students to have access to books to help them maintain and foster 
reading habits. I visited Year Group Bubbles with fiction books, both inside and outside the school building. At first, I set
up on tables in the canteen and on the picnic tables outside. Then we got a library trolley to increase the number of 
books and choice. We decorated and named the trolley Terry (our library mascot) and with the aim of furthering a 
positive relationship with books and reading. We hoped that students would recognize Terry and look forward to 
seeing us around school.

• Terry was also useful for taking study guides to Year 11 students when I did weekly ‘Pop-Up Shops’. We thought that 
having the guides there as a visual cue would increase uptake from students who were not able to go into the library 
space.



Library Lessons
• Mrs Lewis was keen to schedule library lessons for year 7 and 8 students. 

She chose a reciprocal reading approach to develop reading skills and 
because this is a social and dialogic approach.

• Year 7 and 8 students were timetabled one 100-minute lesson every 
fortnight. An English teacher took the first part of the lesson which 
comprised reading aloud to students, Popcorn Reading and explicit 
teaching of reciprocal reading strategies. I then led the contextual part 
linking across curriculum areas.

• Each class new to the library space had a library induction lesson. We 
set students a scavenger hunt activity to complete in groups to help 
them feel comfortable in, as well as to navigate the space.

• We had a year group reader for Year 7 and Year 8 students to read 
during library lessons. All members of staff read the novels to enable 
spontaneous book chat inside and outside of lessons across the 
curriculum.

• The 100-minute lesson was used for reading and context activities. To 
instill wider knowledge, stimulate conversations and bring all subject 
areas not just English to life in the library space. The context activities 
also linked across curriculum areas. Amongst other activities, Year 7 
students looked at survival in the Alaskan wilderness and Year 8 
students held Top Trumps style elections for a new President of the 
Philippines.



Relaxed and Supportive
• I wanted our library to be a social space that students choose to 

come into. As well as book borrowing and reading, I allowed 
students to use the space for student-initiated ‘Pop-Up’ activities 
including – Top Trumps, Uno and Manga Club.

• I put value on listening to students and establishing positive 
relationships with them as well as between students and the 
library space. There was no time limit on borrowing so students 
could read at their own pace. I displayed the ‘The Rights of the 
Reader’ poster on the front desk. I encouraged students to return 
a book if they were not enjoying it. I also ordered books that 
students asked to read. I took on student librarians to foster 
informal peer book chat as well as to develop social interactions 
with some of our more reserved students. Rather than me 
selecting students to be involved in activities, I gave students the 
freedom to involve each other in library activities.

• To emphasis the space as informal and relaxing, I brought in 
blankets and cushions for students to use at break and lunch time 
clubs. Students were given charge of getting these out and 
arranging them for story time and other events.

• I organised a book tasting event for our school open day. The 
library was set up as a café with a selection of books on the 
menu. There was also a recommended book slit for visitor to 
complete. Our library is a fantastic large open space, and we are 
aware that some students are not familiar with a library. This event 
gave an opportunity for making the space inviting for new visitors 
and their families. I also captured which texts younger students 
were enjoying and encouraged informal book chat with student 
and parent visitors.



Clubs
• Student access to the library was open at break time with a rota system, if we got very busy. At lunchtimes I aimed 

to establish a balance of librarian-led clubs in addition to the informal Pop-Up clubs that students were initiating. 

• Our library has traditionally been a space where students come to escape the busier and noisier parts of school. This 

was particularly important following the two lockdowns and ‘Bubble’ systems which had necessarily restricted 

student interactions at social times.

• Each club was designed to work on a sign up in advance basis with limited numbers for the purposes of 

attendance, capacity and supervision.

• The first librarian-led clubs that I set up were Storytime Club and Book and Biscuit Club.



Student-led

• I gave students ownership of what types of activities took 
place in the library. I used my positive relationships with 
students and had modelled how to set up and run clubs in 
the StoryTime and Book and Biscuit Clubs that students 
attended. I made students aware that they were welcome 
to get involved in and set up their own clubs and activities. 
Students felt comfortable to approach me individually and in 
groups to talk about their ideas. Once new clubs started 
other students gained confidence to come forward with their 
ideas.

• I had two Year 11 student librarians and a team of Year 8 
student librarians. Student librarians helped with library admin 
tasks. I also encouraged them to suggest activities, books 
and displays they would like in their library. 

• I took suggestions from students for competitions based 
around reading and writing with books as prizes. Students 
also organized a book raffle. Students could buy a ticket or 
get one free when they took out a book from our library.

• Student-led clubs suggested and run by students were Craft 
Club, Writing Club and Newspaper Club. The first Craft Club 
session was making Christmas cards. There were students 
lined up all the way to the canteen for this session. The girls 
running the club then moved to a limited places, first come 
first served basis. They repeated sessions to give all students a 
chance to attend the session they were interested in.



Impact
• Students now have access to the library for library lessons as well as 

a range of clubs and activities on a daily basis.

• Students see the library as a social space at break and lunch times 

which they enjoy using. The stock of fiction books has been updated 

to include reading for pleasure texts requested by students. Students 

say that the range of books is good and includes new titles. They 

also say that the space is calm and relaxing.

• Students say they like the new layout ‘it looks bigger’. The old 

armchairs have been replaced by blankets and cushions which the 

students love. 

• From observing and listening to how students use the library, we 

have a range of clubs, events and activities every day to involve 

students in reading for pleasure. Some are librarian-led and some 

are student-led.

• Year 7 and 8 students have a 60-minute library lesson every fortnight 

during which they read a novel and develop reciprocal reading 

skills.



Impact
• Student-led clubs and Pop Up events in the library have been very successful.

• Year 8 students have initiated and lead Craft Club, Creative Writing Club and 

Newspaper Club. These clubs are ongoing and the students running them get other 

students involved in how the club develops and what activities to do in next.

• For World Book Day this year we had a series of one off events around reading for 

pleasure in the library. Students enjoyed the Storyline Online event so much that they 

requested this as a weekly club, which it now is.

• Students work together to take the lead in arranging Pop Up events including Uno Club, 

Top Trumps and Manga Club. These clubs can come and go which gives our students 

the freedom to engage other students in their current interests.

• Students are beginning to see themselves as readers and writers and feel comfortable 

in the library space. One of our students wrote and self-published a mini novel. I 

arranged a Book Launch event in the library. This followed the structure of a real world 

book launch with a short reading, Q and A and the all important juice and biscuit 

refreshments.



Reflections on impact the 
TaRs research had on 
practice
• Following research-based practice has helped me to be systematic 

and selective in implementing changes that have been proven to 
work. This approach has given me confidence that each change 
will have a positive impact and strengthen our reading for pleasure 
community in school.

• Student voice and working as a team has been key to recreating 
our library as a richly engaging space for reading for pleasure.

• Trusting in and fostering student agency is vital. Through volitional 
engagement in developing the library as a physical and social 
reading for pleasure space our students have enthused each other 
to choose to come in and engage in reading for pleasure activities.

• Our Head of English made sure that I was part of the Access All 
Areas team and has championed the library and my work in 
recreating the space. By staff working together we have made our 
library known and valued across school as a richly engaging space 
that students enjoy coming into.



Reflections on impact 
the TaRs research had 
on practice: Next Steps

• Changes implemented so far have worked very 
well. However, our library is a work in progress. 

• In collaboration with our students I plan to create a 
Sensory Reading Corner in the library with lights, 
scent, cushions, audiobooks.

• I plan to work with students to organise the shelves 
visually to help orient and entice students to engage 
with texts and other materials.

• A Reading Throne is planned for Hope garden so 
that students have a special place to sit when they 
take reading outside.

• I will continue to follow Cremin et al. research and 
take reading into the wider school, home and local 
communities


